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We measure the electronic structure of FeSe from within individual orthorhombic domains. Enabled by
an angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy beamline with a highly focused beam spot (nano-ARPES), we
identify clear stripelike orthorhombic domains in FeSe with a length scale of approximately 1–5 μm. Our
photoemission measurements of the Fermi surface and band structure within individual domains reveal a single
electron pocket at the Brillouin zone corner. This result provides clear evidence for a one-electron-pocket
electronic structure of FeSe, observed without the application of uniaxial strain, and calls for further theoretical
insight into this unusual Fermi surface topology. Our results also showcase the potential of nano-ARPES for the
study of correlated materials with local domain structures.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.235128
I. INTRODUCTION
Electronic nematicity, a correlated electronic state which
breaks rotational symmetry, is a common phenomenon in
many strongly correlated materials, including cuprates [1],
heavy-fermion systems [2], and iron-based superconductors
[3]. In the iron-based superconductors, nematicity manifests
as a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural phase transition
which, despite a very small change in lattice constants, co-
incides with large anisotropic responses in measurements
that are sensitive to the material’s electronic structure [4]. It
has been postulated that this nematic state may be directly
related to the superconducting properties of these materials
[5], however, because of the proximity of the nematic phase
to stripelike antiferromagnetic ordering in most compounds,
determining the key properties of a pure nematic state has
proved challenging.
FeSe is an ideal system for investigating the origin of the
nematic state, as it exhibits a well-defined nematic transi-
tion at Ts = 90 K without the presence of long-range mag-
netic order [6–8]. The electronic structure of FeSe has been
extensively investigated by angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) and significant changes in the band
structure can be observed to onset at the nematic transition
[9–14]. However, the typical size of the beam spot used for
high-resolution synchrotron ARPES measurements is of the
order of 50 μm or larger [15], while individual orthorhom-
bic domains can be of the order of only 1–10 μm [16].
Therefore conventional ARPES measurements will usually
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detect a superposition from both domains with approximately
equal intensity. Several groups have attempted to overcome
this limitation by aligning the orthorhombic domains along
a preferential axis by applying uniaxial strain [17–20], com-
monly known as “detwinning.” These measurements revealed
a single elliptical holelike pocket at the Brillouin zone center,
in line with theoretical predictions [21]. However, they also
revealed the presence of only a single electronlike pocket
around the M and A points at the Brillouin zone corner,
despite the expectation of two electron pockets in most the-
oretical models [11,13,21,22]. The theoretical understanding
of this discrepancy remains controversial and unresolved
[18,23–27].
There is, however, a more favorable approach to study the
electronic structure of FeSe. Rather than applying uniaxial
strain to the sample, which may alter the material’s physical
properties or deform its surface, one can focus a photon
beam spot below the typical length scale of the domains.
This constitutes a significant technical challenge, requiring the
combination of good spatial, angular, and energy resolutions,
with a photon energy and geometry set to reach the more
intriguing bands near the Brillouin-zone corner, while also
maintaining a reasonable count rate and keeping the sam-
ple position and temperature under control. However, recent
progress in nano-ARPES makes such experiments achievable
[28,29], and here we report the first such measurements of the
nematic state of FeSe.
In this paper, we use the highly focused nano-ARPES
beam spot to measure the electronic structure of FeSe do-
main by domain. We begin by detecting regular stripelike
orthorhombic domains with periods of 1–5 μm. By measuring
the electronic structure from within a single domain, we reveal
that the states around the M point are consistent with the
one-electron-pocket description observed in ARPES measure-
ments on detwinned crystals. This result provides direct and
apparent evidence for a one-electron pocket at the M point in
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FeSe and calls for deeper theoretical insight into the origin of
the electronic nematic state. Our measurements showcase the
potential for measuring single-domain electronic structures in
correlated materials using the technique of nano-ARPES.
II. METHODS
Single crystals were grown using the chemical vapor
transport method [10,30]. Nano-ARPES measurements were
performed at the I05 beamline at the Diamond Light Source,
Oxfordshire, U.K. [15]. Fresnel-zone plate technology is used
to focus the beam. While the beamline is capable of spatial
resolutions better than ∼500 nm [28,31], our measurements
are performed with a beam spot (full width at half-maximum)
closer to 1 μm, as a compromise to achieve a higher count
rate. The beamline is equipped with a Scienta DA30 an-
alyzer. [32]. We use a photon energy of 58 eV in linear
vertical polarization, chosen to access the A point, where the
electron bands are slightly better separated than at M [11].
The total energy resolution was approximately 30 meV and
the angular resolution was 0.3◦. Thus, the energy resolution
is not comparable to that of the highest-resolution ARPES
measurements on FeSe [11,23,33], as some compromise is
necessary to achieve a reasonable count rate; nevertheless,
it is sufficient to resolve the bands with clarity. The sample
temperature was set at 43 K throughout the experiment, except
for the measurements of the tetragonal state [Figs. 2(d)–2(f)]
at 115 K.
III. RESULTS
In order to establish the presence of a domain structure,
we must begin by analyzing spatial mapping data. As shown
schematically in Fig. 1(a) it is necessary that our beam spot
must be smaller than the typical domain spacing. We choose
the experimental geometry as sketched in Fig. 1(b), where,
according to the one-electron-pocket scenario, only the “red”
domain should show an electron pocket at the Fermi level. In
Fig. 1(c) we show a spatial map of the surface of FeSe, where
the color map of each pixel corresponds to the total number of
photoelectrons in the detector. This hints at some underlying
domain structure, but the variation in total intensity is only of
the order of 10%; in other words, the two domain orientations
give a similar but not identical number of total photoelectrons
in this measurement geometry. However, the true domain
structure can be much more clearly revealed by integrating
the counts detected within a particular region of interest (ROI)
in momentum and energy space. We present this map in
Fig. 1(d), where we have used two polygon-shaped ROIs
defined by Fig. 1(e). Using a divergent red-blue color scale for
emphasis, we can identify multiple stripelike domains, with a
typical length scale of 1–5 μm. In our geometry, the spatial x
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FIG. 1. Domain structure of FeSe. (a) Schematic of the experiment. Red and blue stripes represent domains with 90◦-rotated orthorhombic
axes. Nano-ARPES measurements focus the photon beam to around 1 μm2, which allows the detection of photoelectrons from a single domain
only. (b) Sketch of the cut in momentum space, just off the high-symmetry M point, used here to uncover the orthorhombic domain structure.
In a one-electron-pocket scenario, the band dispersions along this cut will include an electron band crossing the Fermi level in one domain
only. (c) Total photoelectron intensity real-space map of a region of cleaved surface of FeSe, taken at hν = 58 eV in 0.5-μm steps. (d) The
same map as in (c) but with the photoelectron intensity integrated only within the region of interest (ROI) shown in (e). (e) Energy distribution
map obtained by the summation of all pixels. The ROIs used in (d) are highlighted in yellow. (f, g) Energy distribution maps obtained by
summing the top 12% of pixels from (d) (i.e., from blue areas) and the bottom 12% of pixels from (d) (from red areas) .
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and y axes correspond approximately to the Fe-Fe bond direc-
tions, i.e., the domain boundaries are at 45◦ to the Fe-Fe direc-
tions, in keeping with previous results on other iron-based su-
perconductors [4,16]. Interestingly, the “blue” domain appears
to be preferential within this 20 × 15 μm window, which
suggests that there may be a small local strain in this area of
the sample which favors this orientation over the other.
To clarify that we are sensitive to the different band disper-
sions in the two domains, we perform a filtering procedure on
this four-dimensional mapping data to take the spatial pixels
which contain either the top 12% or bottom 12% intensity
within the ROI and sum over these pixels to produce the
energy distribution maps in Figs. 1(f) and 1(g). The top
12% of pixels from Fig. 1(d), corresponding to the blue
domains, shows intense holelike bands extending towards, but
not reaching, the Fermi level. In contrast, the bottom 12%,
corresponding to the red domains, reveals a small bright elec-
tron pocket, in accordance with the expectation of only one
domain giving a Fermi-crossing band in this geometry [34].
Now that we have established the domain structure of our
sample, we can study the band dispersions through the high-
symmetry A point. To do this, we have taken 45◦ line scans,
i.e., equal steps in x and y, bisecting the orthorhombic do-
mains shown in Fig. 1(d). The intensity measured around the
Fermi level is presented in Fig. 2(a). In the red domains, the
bright and centralized intensity is consistent with a single band
with a small kF of ∼0.05 Å−1, which is consistent with the kF
value of the minor length of the electron pocket determined
by high-resolution ARPES [11]. In contrast, the blue domain
shows less intensity within the ∼0.1 Å−1 region (there is still
a holelike band present near EF so there is some central inten-
sity) but, instead, presents a sharp feature at a larger kF value
of ∼0.2 Å−1, again consistent with published values for the kF
value of the longer axis of the electron pocket at A. By averag-
ing over a few points of the line scan that are well within indi-
vidual domains, as indicated in Fig. 2(a), we achieve the effec-
tive single-domain high-symmetry energy distribution maps
presented in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In Fig. 2(b) a small electron
pocket can be observed with a minimum near EF , and a large
dispersion broadly centered around −50 meV, whereas in
Fig. 2(c) a large electronlike band dispersion can be observed,
which exhibits a minimum around −50 meV, and an addi-
tional holelike dispersion, which extends towards, but does
not reach EF . In both dispersions, a broad band centered just
below −50 meV can be detected. Overall, the spectra closely
resemble ARPES measurements on detwinned crystals [17].
At 115 K, above the nematic transition, tetragonal symme-
try is restored. Thus, in Fig. 2(d) the kF values as a function
of the spatial distance now appear constant, and in Figs. 2(e)
and 2(f) we observe identical band dispersions, indicating
the absence of any significant spatial variation. These spectra
are in agreement with dispersions observed at the A point in
the tetragonal phase [11,35] and indicate the presence of two
electron pockets above Ts.
Finally, we present Fermi surface maps and high-statistics
dispersions obtained from static positions, precisely chosen
to be well within each of the domains. The Fermi surface
maps around the A point [Figs. 3(b) and 3(e)] are obtained
using the DA30 analyzer’s deflector-mode mapping, while the
sample position remains fixed. In either case, a single pocket
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FIG. 2. Line scan across the domains. (a) Photoemission inten-
sity integrated within 10 meV of EF as a function of the spatial
distance along a spatial cut perpendicular to the domains in Fig. 1(d).
In k space, the cut corresponds to the A–Z direction. The red and blue
striped bar is a guide to indicate the different orthorhombic domains.
(b, c) Momentum distribution maps averaged over the area defined
by the red and blue profiles in (a). (d–f) Equivalent measurements at
T = 115 K, where the lack of spatial dependence highlights the loss
of any domain structure above Ts.
can be observed at the Fermi level, elongated along either the
kX or the kY direction, and is drawn schematically in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(d). We further present high-statistics measurements in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(f), obtained at the same spatial positions,
which extend the electronic structure measurements from the
A point towards the Z point of the second Brillouin zone. It
can be seen that there is also some observable difference here:
a larger kF value of the hole pocket is observed in Fig. 3(c)
compared to Fig. 3(f), confirming that the elongation of the
hole pocket is perpendicular to that of the electron pocket
[17,36]. Overall, the dispersions closely resemble previous
photoemission measurements on detwinned crystals of FeSe
[17–20], though it should be noted that the geometry here
is not fully equivalent to that in some reports [37]. We do
not comment on the orbital characters of the bands, which
have been strongly disputed [11,20,25], but only note that the
connectivity of bands from the Z to the A point (or  to M) is
not obvious in such measurements due to the weak and broad
features in between.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results are informative for understanding previous
claims that a sample may be “accidentally detwinned” (e.g.,
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FIG. 3. Fermi surface around the A point and A–Z band dispersion from two orthorhombic domains. (a) Schematic of the single-electron-
pocket Fermi surface at the A point. (b) Measured Fermi surface map highlighting a single electron pocket elongated along the experimental
kX axis. (c) A–Z band dispersion along the experimental kY axis, as shown by the dashed line in (a). (d–f) Equivalent measurements from an
adjacent domain with 90◦-rotated orthorhombic axes. Here we use the notation kX and kY to refer to the momentum with respect to the fixed
experimental geometry [17,18], where the analyzer angle corresponds to kY .
[33,38]). Our data show that, with a sufficiently focused
light source, it may indeed be possible to “accidentally” land
in uniform single-domain patches as large as ∼5 × 5 μm
on an unstrained sample. However, it is more probable to
find patches which exhibit a preferential orientation towards
one domain, such as the dominance of the blue domain in
Fig. 1(d), but do not purely consist of a single domain. Such
variation on a more macroscopic length scale was observed
in the laser micro-ARPES measurements by Schwier et al.
[39] but was understood to correspond to local strain variation
favoring particular domain orientations, rather than individual
domains. The length scales we observe correspond to those
obtained by polarized light imaging [16], but we caution that
the sizes of domains may depend on many factors (sample
quality and preparation, temperature, cooling rate, etc). We
therefore propose that careful analysis of spatial mapping
data, such as presented here, is the preferred method to
justify any claim of obtaining ARPES spectra from a “single
domain.”
Within the context of the debate on the electronic structure
of FeSe, our nano-ARPES results are consistent with those
obtained by detwinning the sample, and we were unable
to find any quantitative difference in band positions. This
provides direct evidence that uniaxial strain has a negligible
effect on the material’s intrinsic electronic structure, at least
up to the point where the sample is almost fully detwinned.
Thus, the four detwinned ARPES measurements [17–20]
along with this nano-ARPES experiment should solidify the
one-electron-pocket Fermi surface of FeSe as the true nematic
ground state of this material.
Such a dramatic shift between a two-electron-pocket A
point at 100 K to a one-electron-pocket A point at low
temperatures provides a natural explanation for many of the
anisotropic properties detected in FeSe at low temperatures,
including the resistivity anisotropy [16], strongly anisotropic
spin susceptibility revealed by inelastic neutron scattering
[40], and unusual twofold-symmetric momentum dependence
of the superconducting gap [23,41]. It has also been shown
that such an electronic structure is fully consistent with quasi-
particle interference measurements [42] and seems consistent
with the measured Sommerfeld coefficient of FeSe [10,43].
Despite the mounting experimental evidence, however, it re-
mains challenging to identify a reasonable theoretical model
of the electronic structure of FeSe which can describe the evo-
lution of the Fermi surface from a two-electron-pocket tetrag-
onal state to a one-electron-pocket nematic state. Discovering
such a model would be a key step forward in understanding
the origin and importance of nematicity within FeSe and
potentially all iron-based superconductors. Recent theoretical
calculations have suggested that hybridization between the dxz
and the dxy states may be an important factor [25,44].
In a wider context, nano-ARPES is a novel and fast-
improving technique that has already had a significant im-
pact in the field of two-dimensional materials, especially
in heterostructures and devices [45–47]. However, thus far
it has seen relatively few applications in traditional corre-
lated electron systems [28,29], at least partially because the
lower energy scales involved require a high energy resolu-
tion, which is challenging to combine with a micron-scale
spatial resolution. Nevertheless, in this work we were able
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to measure nematic domains in FeSe, where the length scale
can be as short as 1–2 μm and the energy scales are on
the order of 20 meV. Since the formation of magnetic or
structural domains is common in correlated systems, our
results highlight the tremendous opportunities for the use of
nano-ARPES to reveal new structures in correlated electronic
phases.
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